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Two-and-a-half years ago when I first began as the director at 
BEECC I had a “perfect” vision for the preschool. If only visions 
were that simple to put into action!  Making a vision a reality 
requires the ability to SEE: a different kind of “vision.” The 
ability to see beyond your own vision to notice and account for 
what’s in front of you. Just like my belief in the process verses 
the product in the classroom, and our spiritual investments 
in the values from the High Holidays I shared in last month’s 
article, a vision is an evolving process that takes time, patience, 
maintenance and flexibility. 

While there are some aspects of my vision for BEECC that have 
come to fruition:  a tight knit warm community, a supportive and 
active parent population, children that are happy and engaged 
in learning, a vibrant atelier two days a week where children are 
creating and researching using different materials and forms of 
expression, an incredibly devoted and passionate faculty who 
believe strongly in our play-based Reggio Inspired Approach 
to learning, strong relationships and ties with our past faculty 
who we continue to see on a regular basis (and sub with us quite 
often!), building connections between the synagogue and the 
preschool ... there are also many aspects of my vision that have 
been modified, delayed, shifted, let go of,... and many things 
that are in the emergent phase. I guess what I want to convey 
is that a vision is not a set in stone, one time, static thing – it is 
ever moving and ever changing. I’m suggesting a “perfect” vision 
is one where you hold on tight to your core values, but like the 
pupils in your eyes, one that naturally allows for change based 
on the environment around you. Even with perfect 20/20 vision, 
we adjust to what’s in front of us – we squint, wear sunglasses, 
blink, close our eyes, they get infected and impact our vision, 
and most of us eventually need reading glasses to see clearer. 
Perfect vision can only work if you have something to “see” and I 
guess what I’ve learned in my short tenure here, is that we can’t 
have a vision if there’s not something in front of us. It’s your 
attitude, intentionality and care towards what’s in front of you - 
which is unpredictable and always changing  - that matters the 
most to sustaining your vision.  

 As we embark upon the year of perfect vision, 2020, let’s all hold 
up our glasses (eyeglasses or wine glasses) - and toast together 
to a Happy and Healthy New Year where we recognize that the 
“perfect” vision we choose to set for ourselves in the upcoming 
year can only exist if we avoid tunnel vision and actively embrace 
possibilities, change, unpredictability and the willingness to see 
and adjust to what is in front of us with our eyes, and minds, 
wide open. 
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2020: THE YEAR OF PERFECT VISION

Tot Shabbat
Saturday, December 14, 10:45-11:45 AM

Children are naturally inquisitive, joy-filled, and excited 
about life. They often love hearing stories, including 
stories about their own families. They are also often 
deeply spiritual beings who are filled with wonder and 
awe at God and the world.

Our Tot Shabbat service is a 
child-focused, music-filled, 
and joyful experience 
recognizing the unique 
perspective children bring 
with them to synagogue.

Join us each month for 
(abbreviated) Shabbat 
morning prayers, a Torah parade, a story, an activity, and 
snack. Our monthly service is led on a rotating basis by 
our Rabbi Michelle “Mina” Goldsmith, lay leaders, and 
parent volunteers.

Questions? Contact rabbimina@bethemeth.org or 
(703) 860-4515 ext 104.

Baby & Me Playgroup
Wed., Dec. 11, 9:30-10:30 AM

Socialize and get to know one 
another while giving the babies an 
opportunity to interact and play 
as well! Open to children born 
after September 30, 2017; siblings 
welcome. No need to be a member 
of CBE or to RSVP – just show up! 
Contact renee@bethemeth.org.

Our Youth Program is launching
VACATION TORAH CAMP
For Rising 1st - 4th Graders

Arts & Crafts • Sports • Field Trips
Four 1-week sessions in July

Beth Emeth Early Childhood Center (BEECC) 
presents

BEECC Summer Adventures
For Ages 2-5

Stay tuned – Registration for both camps 
coming in January

Two Great Camps Coming Up!




